
The Sandy Box 

“The guys at Protos Networks installed a guest Wi-Fi 
solution into our new bar/restaurant. They went 
above and beyond what we expected in terms of 
setting up the back-end analytics and even helping 
to set up our MailChimp! 

They are always happy to call or pop in to help! I 
would highly recommend them to anyone in 
hospitality or who may need their assistance.”  

James Nicolian, Owner of The Sandy Box 

Using guest Wi-Fi to turn insight 
into action
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Why guest Wi-Fi? 

For a vibrant bar like the Sandy Box, 
promoting new cocktails, live music and 
special offers is key to engaging with 
customers, creating a buzz and competing 
with other venues. 

Providing a free Wi-Fi service for their guests 
has not only encouraged social media 
interaction among their revelers, but the 
Sandy Box has been able to gather key 
insights on their customers that has helped 
them with targeted marketing promotions 
and customer loyalty campaigns. 

Market insight
Customer database growth 
Marketing promotion
Brand awareness

Key insights 

Real-time visitor 
demographics

Visitor dwell time, 
footfall and loyalty, 
as well as real-time 
presence analytics

Social media profile 
activity such as ‘likes’ 

and trends



Protos Networks helped the Sandy Box to create a vibrant and 
branded ‘Splash Page’ - a login portal page - to invite 
customers to login. 

Once their customer has logged in with their choice of sign in 
option (form or social media) the information is then gathered 
and presented to the Sandy Box staff in an easy-to-navigate 
dashboard.
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1. Login

2. Gather insight 

3. Engage 
From this point, customers logging in at the 
Sandy Box could trigger direct marketing 
actions such as SMS and email messages 
based upon their user demographics or 
number of visits. 

The Sandy Box team can now push targeted 
marketing messages at the right audiences, 
such as Mother’s Day offers or live music 
events. 
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DATABASE GROWTH 

SOCIAL MEDIA SUCCESS 

Protos Networks, in association with Purple Wifi, offer managed, 
secure and reliable guest wifi. If you would like to understand 
more about your customers and maximise on marketing insights, 
please get in touch. 

An additional feature of the guest Wi-Fi system is the 
TripAdvisor plugin. When Protos Networks enabled this 
for the Sandy Box, they were able to send a retroactive 
review request to hundreds of their users, and in only a 
couple of weeks the Sandy Box had jumped 20 places! 

Since September when the Sandy Box opened, Protos 
Networks has been able to track the growth of the 
database as well as identify new versus returning 
customers. The data can get fairly granular, so the Sandy 
Box also looks at demographics of its users and their 
behaviour in terms of footfall and the conversions of 
passers-by to visitors.  

Guest Wi-Fi prompts guests of the Sandy Box to 'like' the 
venue upon logging in. Since September, the Sandy Box 
Facebook page now has over 1,200 'likes'. In addition, 
their Instagram and Twitter pages also boast a good 
following. 


